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In recent years, government authorities 
issued data privacy regulations aimed at 
protecting the personal information of 
individuals. Could the same government 
authorities now impose the use of personal 
information to help fight COVID-19?  

The change of perception about the use of 
personal information coincides with the 
urgent need to stop the spread the virus 
and re-open the economy. 

In this article, we explore solutions where 
personal information can help manage the 
spread of the virus. We also describe how 
your organization can implement these 
solutions to resume business while keeping 
employees safe. 

Personal Information is at the 
Center of Emerging Solutions 

Before COVID-19, several countries and 
several US States had issued regulations 
that called for organizations to implement 
policies and procedures to further protect 
the personal information of customers and 
employees. 

The type of personal information covered in 
these privacy regulations includes health, 
video, biometric, geolocation or financial 
data. These regulations also cover other 
privacy and cybersecurity elements.  

Some privacy regulations like GDPR also 
state that global health threats can justify 
collecting, using or disclosing personal 
information regardless of their sensitivity, to 
“protect against serious cross-border 
threats to health”. 

With COVID-19 known to spread quickly 
and individuals not displaying symptoms in 
the first days of exposure, one may wonder 
whether there is an increased need to 
leverage private and sensitive data to help 
fight this global disease. 

Some authorities have started using health 
and geolocation data to track the spread of 
the virus and make critical decisions.  

Below are examples of countries where 
authorities are using personal information 
to help track the virus: 

- In South Korea, a mobile application 
(“Self-quarantine safety protection”) 
tracks quarantined individuals. This 
application notifies local authorities 
when a person leaves a designated 
quarantine zone. Singapore uses a 
similar application (“Trace Together”). 

- In China, a mobile application tracks 
movement and generates instant QR 
codes. Individuals must scan their QR 
code to access transport, buildings, 
gas stations or grocery stores. 
Depending on their contamination 
risk, people go on with their activities 
or get quarantined for up to 14 days. 
The contamination risk is based on 
latest zones visited and new COVID-
19 cases in those areas. 

- In Russia, all Moscow residents are 
strictly tracked using geolocation and 
facial-recognition video data.  

- Authorities in France are considering 
a “StopCovid” mobile application 
based on “contact tracing”, to help 
identify people in close contact with 
someone who is infected. Germany 
is considering a similar application.  

- In Belgium, authorities collect geo-
location data from the country’s three 
largest mobile phone companies to 
measure mobility trends and make 
lockdown decisions. Spain considers 
similar measures. 

- In the United States, several health 
organizations are working with private 
companies to model the spread of the 
virus using data from public social 
media, geolocation, and facial 
recognition. MIT is working on the 
“PACT” (Private Automatic Contact 
Tracing) initiative where “Bluetooth 
signals from smartphones could 
automate COVID-19 contact tracing 
while preserving privacy” (MIT News).   

The COVID-19 crisis has started to change 
the perception of public authorities and 
private organizations regarding the use of 
personal information to help fight the crisis. 
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Increase in Cyberattacks Puts 
Personal Information at Risk 

Internet usage has increased as a larger 
than usual number of individuals work, 
study remotely, and use social media to 
bridge social distancing.  

We require reliable tools to connect socially 
and professionally. The recent breaches 
experienced by Zoom users show the 
indirect but real impact that COVID-19 can 
have on privacy and cybersecurity. 

As it sadly happens during crises, we have 
seen a sharp increase in phishing initiatives 
in what the World Health Organization 
(WHO) has called an “infodemic” of 
information about the virus.  

The WHO’s technical risk communication 
and social media teams are working with 
local authorities to alert the public about 
these rumors.   

With cyberattacks increasing and personal 
information potentially used to monitor the 
spread of the virus, organizations need to 
assess the effectiveness of cybersecurity 
controls. 

Post-Quarantine Scenarios 

What to expect when lockdowns start to 
ease and a vaccine or treatment is still a 
year or more away? 

We can envision a world where personal 
information, such as geolocation, Bluetooth 
or health data, is used to help prevent 
waves of large numbers of deaths. 

One scenario is the emergence of “contact 
tracing”. Using surveillance and tracking 
capability through mobile application data, 
telecom, drones, CCTV camera, credit 
cards, or even connected car, authorities 
hope to monitor population movements and 
identify the contamination-chain link.  

In this scenario, individuals could receive 
alerts on their phones to warn that other 
individuals who tested positive have visited 
a grocery store that these individuals either 
plan to visit or have recently visited.  

If exposed, these individuals would then be 
asked to go into quarantine that would be 
controlled using geolocation technology.  

Such a process will help large parts of the 
population go about their daily activities 
while limiting the risk of wider spread.  

Another scenario involves checkpoints. 
With news of testing kits that give results in 
five minutes or less, it is not difficult to 
imagine setting up testing checkpoint areas 
in high-traffic places such as malls, train 
stations, subways, airports, restaurants, 
theaters or office-building lobbies. 

People who test positive would be declined 
entry or passage, asked or required to be 
quarantined and reported to local and 
public authorities for tracking purposes.  

This macro-tracking of individuals needs to 
be coupled with the critical ability to test 
individuals frequently at many checkpoint 
areas to help determine who has the virus 
and who does not.  

Solutions such as testing checkpoint areas, 
phone alerts and monitoring of quarantines 
may help slow the spread but would likely 
undermine recent efforts to protect privacy 
rights and could increase cyberattacks.  

One of the main challenges resulting from 
this global crisis is the ability to collect 
available, accurate, structured, and live 
data, on a large scale.  

How Can Sia Partners Help?  

Organizations need to prepare to keep their 
workforce safe as lockdowns start to ease. 
 
Sia Partners has identified key steps to 
help organizations prepare for this new 
phase of the pandemic crisis: 
 
1. Set up task force and action plan. 

- Establish a task force to organize 
your organization’s activities. 

- Develop an action plan to use the 
data required to ensure employee 
safety and accelerate a path to ‘new 
normal’. 
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2. Identify and collect the data that can be 
used to monitor the spread of the virus. 

- Identify information you already 
have e.g., employee home zip 
codes, building access badge data. 

- Gather information you can collect 
from employees e.g., ways used to 
commute to work, travels. 

- Gather information you can collect 
from authorities e.g., testing results, 
geolocation. 

3. Develop and implement processes and 
controls to monitor your workforce’s 
health and productivity. 

- Assess the impact of such initiatives 
on the firm’s data privacy policies 
and procedures and reflect actions 
to fight pandemic and “infodemic”. 

- Develop and implement policies 
and procedures for contact tracing 
of your workforce e.g., monitor 
indicative symptoms, and use 
relevant data to ensure employee 
safety and productivity. 

- Test the effectiveness of cyber 
security controls, and reinforce 
controls related to data transfers 
e.g., identify what information can 
be disclosed and to who, check ID 
proofs when individuals apply their 
rights to know, access, or delete 
information.  

- Coordinate requests from health 
and government authorities e.g., 
requestor identity verification, 
appropriate approval process. 

4. Train and communicate. 

- Train employees on track process 
and raise awareness of phishing 
threats; consider micro-learning 
techniques to increase training 
effectiveness.  

- Communicate with employees and 
other stakeholders about company 
vision and actions. 

5. Monitor and report. 

- Monitor COVID-19 events e.g., 
incidents, employee productivity, 
lockdown effectiveness. 

- Create a dashboard and escalate 
outliers to appropriate internal and 
external stakeholders.  

Conclusion  

The initiatives designed to stop the spread 
and re-open the economy depend on the 
ability to test for the virus fast and often. 
 
Organizations can actively contribute to this 
worldwide effort by considering the type of 
data, algorithms and technologies that can 
be used or created.  
 
However, it is very important that those 
data-driven initiatives maintain the privacy 
of individuals who are providing their 
personal information. 
 
As a result, privacy rights and cybersecurity 
controls will likely need to be refined and 
strengthened to focus on the greater good 
of saving as many lives as possible. 
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